THE EXIT PLAN
MAKE THE TRANSITION TO THE ‘BECAUSE I WANT TO’ LIFESTYLE
AS A SPIRIT DRIVEN ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADER!
So, first, watch the video…
"I Love Spirit...
I Love Sex...
I love All People...
I Love Money...
I Love ME"
Then watch this video http://www.facebook.com/RosemaryNonnyKnight/videos/619235204918693
All this to give you an idea about this community and what we stand for…
Then read the post at http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/because-i-want-to all about The
‘Because I Want To’ Lifestyle
And then, let’s get right into this…
I personally believe you need to be in business! You need to be the master of your own fate!
I really do not understand how you can achieve full freedom if someone can still tell you
where to be and when and how much your time is worth and when you will get paid.
Business gives you freedom, like no other form of work EVER can!
And you KNOW you are born for this!
You are done with giving up your freedom and your talents to make someone else rich…
You want to express yourself in the world as YOU!
You want to make a difference as YOU!

And it begins here…
In your own business, because you can!
You have always known that you are called to a big work. Your life has led to this moment…
All the difficulties, all the trials that you have overcome have led you to knowing that you
can help others and you want to do it and I am going to talk you through a few ideas to
make it happen in the most freedom-generating ways…
To start with, you can build alongside your current life – Just create space for it!
Leader, desperation does not sell so you need to maintain your current income and that is
cool because now you know you are biding time to leave as you start and ramp up your own
online business that replaces your income completely, just like I did. I left my pharmacist
career behind a few years ago and have not looked back.
First, I will you the three things you absolutely must do to get your business up and running
in the fastest possible time with customers, clients, recruits wanting to work with you… I
mentioned them in the video you watched originally…
I will then tell you the 7 most profitable and freedom-building ways to generate an online
income, if you are still trying to decide what to do…
And then, I am going to show you 2 step by step plans that you can implement in just 90
minutes a day to get all the customers, clients, recruits you want.
And finally, 10 areas to look at if you want to make money and change lives, not necessarily
in that order.
Lets’ begin…

THERE ARE THREE THINGS YOU NEED TO DO TO MAKE YOUR
BUSINESS WORK…
1. Communicate & Connect – As people do not see you in the flesh, you need to daily be
communicating with them in some way and you can do this in a very little time. We are
blessed to have access to social media and so that means we can reach an incredible
number of people each and every day.
However, if we reach people and we seem overly professional and untouchable, wearing a
suit, sounding perfect, people will run from you and go find someone more approachable to
give their money to.
Allow yourself to be charismatic...
To be a leader worth following…
To be a REAL HUMAN PERSON…
And then you will draw a loyal audience around you and your products, services, ministry,
books, music etc…

2. Capture – As you communicate, you invite people to join your mailing list or your social
media platform so that you can stay in their hearts and minds. Your content on these
platforms must continue to do the work of communicating and connecting, NOT JUST
SELLING!

3. Close – I Know that the word ‘close’ can seem yukky when you are not used to selling but
it does not need to be something horrid. It can simply be you telling people how you can
help them and then telling them what to do to get the help. If you have done the above two
Cs effectively, you will find it easier to close people and ask for the sale.

OK, so I know that you can do all the above but I ALSO know that you are not used to doing
it in your own business and you may find it hard to do at the start. But hey, those 3 things
will make the difference between success and failure. Bear that in mind as we go on to talk

about various models of freedom and profit generating business that enable you to make a
huge difference to a lot of people and at the same time lots of money.

THE 7 PROFIT & FREEDOM GENERATING MODELS
In case you did not know it already, the more people you help in some way, the more
wealth you create for you and yours. It is that simple – not that it always feels that simple at
times!
Now, there are innumerable ways to provide value. Some, however, are more freeing and
limitless than others.
Yes, limitless is a huge word. And yet, the goal is freedom, not money alone so just
because you can create limitless wealth does not mean you must. And just because you
don’t have to create limitless wealth does not mean you cannot live in a place of awareness
of all the possibilities available to you. After all, you know that you can make as much as you
like without it affecting anyone else, right?
Right?
I emphasize this because some people have some strange ideas in their heads about the
fact that it is immoral to be wealthy when there are poor people in the world. They have
this hidden belief that they have to take from someone else in order to create wealth for
themselves and so, they hold back.
My quick answer to that is…
“Free yourself from such fallacies!”
You are a creator. When you put your mind to it, you have the ability to create wealth out
of nothing and then, when you are in a position of strength, you can use it to do all the good
work you want to do. In fact, I would go as far as telling you that you, remaining in poverty
or any kind of financial struggle OR EVEN just having enough for you and yours, is extremely
selfish!!
How can you impact people beyond your family if you only do what feels like enough work
to get what is enough for you and yours? I am not sure you can consider yourself a leader if
that is all you do. And though it may sound unselfish to only get what you need, it is small
thinking and people pleasing. Only ‘norms’ are allowed to think like that and frankly, I would
hope that you are not a norm. If you are, please unsubscribe from my community, I have
nothing to offer you. I only support powerful leaders who know they are called to more!
Anyway, that was a bit of a tangent there…
Lets talk about business models that create freedom and wealth using your strengths…

1. Information Marketing
This is a very versatile model indeed because if you know anything that could help people
get where they want to go then you can put it in words- video, audio, and text – and ask
people to buy it from you – this piece of information, once done in a palatable manner, can
be sold,sold and sold again. You get leverage.
But it does not stop here, you can offer to assist people one on one, if you like (although
this can limit you), or you can do it in groups (allowing a little more leverage). You can hold
events, online and offline, providing your information, as well. A lot of the people I work
closely with have a story, which needs to be told and shared because it can help a great
number of people.
Pros – You can start right now and you can use this to increase the income coming out of
your current business.
Cons – You need to build an audience and relationship with that audience but once that is
done, you start to have incredible fun producing your material because you know it is
helping people in some way.

2. Drop-Shipping/ Fulfilled By Amazon
If you have ever read the 4 Hour Work Week, Tim Ferris goes into some detail explaining
this model. This is where you locate a product which you can sell at a profit and the product
is delivered directly to customer by the person who manufactures the product so you are
not overly concerned with keeping stock on your person. In addition to this, you can get
your products delivered to Amazon and they will send your stuff out to the buyers. All you
need is to be able to build a website that markets the products and provide some customer
service which can be outsourced and Bob’s your uncle.
The cons here would be that you do need to get this up and running yourself first so you
know what needs to be done and sometimes, finding a unique and profitable product can be
tough but if you do things the way I show you – It is not the uniqueness of the product you
are selling, it is the uniqueness of YOU which cannot be competed with - that is what makes
the huge difference to your wealth.

3. Network Marketing
People without awareness think this model is some kind of a scam – and they get
petrified about begging their family and friends to join in, etc. but the truth is, this is a
BEAUTIFUL business model where you can create a lovely lifestyle business that can be run
from anywhere in the world. Now that we have the internet and social media, it is
incredible what can be accomplished if again, you use your strengths to build the business
rather than just following along with a system that does not work for you.
There are three ways that you make money with network marketing –
You use the products yourself and talk about them naturally
You find retail customers and most of the time, the products can be delivered directly to
customer
You build a team of people doing exactly the same thing
Most network marketing companies also provide training to help you get off the ground
quickly. Regardless of what you are sold when you consider a company, it is really just
another business – the passive income does not come on upfront. If you expect to get rich
for doing very little, particularly at the start, then you have another thing coming.

4. Affiliate Marketing
In this model, you sell other people’s products - it can be physical ones or digital
products. I love this because it enables you to, very effectively, to monetize your life. The
chances are, that everything you do, eat, drink, play with, use in some way, or the other is
created by someone out there who just may offer an affiliate program where you can sell
stuff for them and earn a living that way.
In fact, my hubby decided to start giving this a go in the last week and has already made
his first little bit of money from his existing audience. So, yes, it is possible to make money
from this quickly if you already have an audience that trust you and the product you
associate yourself with.

5. E-Book Publishing
Do you have a story you would like to tell? Your story or someone else’s? Do you have

information that can be useful to people? Do you enjoy researching information? Could you
put it in book form? Maybe you even want to design journals, notebooks or colouring books
or something along those lines?
These days, you do not need to wait to be discovered by a publisher, you can choose to
self publish and get out a wodge of books or even just one book and use it to propel you to
fame and fortune if you learn how to promote yourself. And even if you don’t immediately,
are you willing to keep putting your information out in the world in mini books that raise
your profile and allow you to leverage your expertise to then go on to do other things, if you
so choose.

It is definitely a very accessible way to create wealth.

6. Audience Building
If you are completely uncertain about what you want to do, but you have a message that
you want to deliver to the world. You just know that you are called to support a certain
crowd of people in some way but you have not yet figured out how. Then this is the model
for you. Build a large platform on social media and on a mailing list/blog just using your
words to inspire, encourage, teach, entertain – do it all for free but then either ask them to
fund you when you have a big enough audience or offer others access to your people for a
price. This way, you can go about changing the world your way without worrying so much
about the specific people you are called to serve paying you. Get others who are more able
to afford it to pay you instead.
Of course you may then think about doing events for your people and charging a nominal
fee and if you are both savvy and willing to serve, you will probably come up with ideas that
feel good to put before your people and they will buy that from you. Another way would be
the blog route and then get Google Adsense on there which means that you have adverts
placed on your site from Google and you get paid for every click that comes from your site.
However, you have no control over those adverts so depending on your message, it may be
wise to go to a site like buysellads.com and register there as willing to have adverts so that
way you can vet each person before letting them on your blog.

7. Ecommerce

This is another feasible way if you have a product you want to sell yourself – this can be
pretty time-consuming with the postage and packing but then at the same time, you can
leverage it and become a fairly huge operation with staff and everything and that will
release you from the every day stuff. I do think this is the least freeing especially if you have
to create the product each time you sell it. Of course, you could become that high end seller
so only do a few of your products but sell them at such a high price to discerning buyers that
you create an income doing what you love very quickly.
And there you have it, six business models that anyone can start, with very minimal
investment. The thing I love most about all these models is that they can fit around your
life very easily. Once things are set up, making sales can become as easy as sending out a
daily e-mail or weekly newsletter and you can create a situation where money flows into
your life with minimal effort from you.
And you do this while playing to your strengths.
This is the Deliberate Millionaire’s way of doing things.
So, what model appeals to you? How can you start to create freedom while implementing
one of these. Go listen to this free masterclass I did, digging a little deeper into each of
these business models, apart form the 6th one as I added that to the mix for your benefit
when I realized I had not mentioned it originally. Pop over to register at
http://RosemaryNonnyKnight.com/businessmodel.

HOW TO PROMOTE YOURSELF
Now, how do you promote yourself? Here is the step-by-step 90 minute plan and a bonus
plan that can work for any of the business models above – Of course you do need to make it
yours and I can certainly help you with that if you come along to either one of my regularly
held live events (http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/dmlive) or if you come work with me in
the Deliberate Millionaire Fast Track Mastermind group – Find out more at
http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/dmfasttrack.
I’ve detailed the activities you must complete every day in the Daily 90 Minute Plan section
below. And there is an extra bonus strategy for rapid ‘I want cash now’ online business
growth.
Before you go ahead and start working through them though, you need to think through
what it is you’re actually aiming for with your business. Having clarity on The Setup will
mean that your 90 minutes a day can be much more effective!

BONUS STRATEGY!

THE “I WANT CASH NOW!” PLAN
1. If you haven’t done so already, clearly identify who your customers are and what
they want.
2. Once you’ve identified your customers, create something that will solve a problem
for them. Some examples of useful giveaways might be:
a. A report like this one
b. A pre-recorded webinar hosted on e.g. Webinar Jam
c. An audio recording that you upload to SoundCloud - you can email them the
link when they’ve signed up
d. A video you upload to YouTube which you can then send them the link to
e. A sample of your product – You could ask them to pay shipping on that (use
PayPal)
3. Signup with http://rosemarynonnyknight.aweber.com to collect emails addresses
from your prospects. Set up a landing page on your website with a sign up form on it

from Aweber. Or simply use a service like RosemaryNonnyKnight.com/leadpages to
create a landing page (No website required) This landing page is the FIRST place
you send everyone when they engage with you so that you start to build a mailing
list.
4. Set up a ‘thank you’ page that immediately shows them a product you want them to
buy, a video you want them to watch to advertise your business opportunity, an
invitation to have a consultation with you. Again, do this in
http://RosemaryNonnyKnight.com/leadpages - Make sure that the moment they
sign up, they are redirected to this page - YOU WILL START TO MAKE SALES if you
have chosen an item that is compelling enough. And for coaches or professional
network marketers - You will get conversations if your offer is compelling enough.
5. Go to Facebook Ads Manager and set up a ‘clicks to website’ advert promoting the
free giveaway – ‘Hi, Would you like to___________? Register here for my FREE
_______________ and discover how to __________’ They get it by clicking through
to your landing page as created above. They sign up for it and they get taken to the
‘Thank You’ page and some will buy or send their contact details for a call.
6. You deliver! eCommerce: Send the item ASAP - Do a happy dance and set up
another sales funnel for another product. Coaches, network marketers: Call them
up ASAP - Listen to their challenges, listen to their goals and offer them something
compelling and 1-2 in every 10 will buy from you or join your team.

STRATEGY TWO

THE “I AM IN THIS FOR THE LONG HAUL!” 90MIN
DAILY PLAN
1. Write a blog post – Have a list of questions your people would ask about your product,
service, business opportunity to get started. Also have a list of topics you feel people need
to hear about – your message. List posts are easy and quick to write and also pretty easy to
digest – 5 steps to… 3 secrets of… 10 ways to … End everything with a call to action – Send
them to the landing page created above.

2. Record yourself reading your blog post on your smartphone – Upload to YouTube.
Extract the audio using http://audio-extractor.net/ and upload to Soundcloud.
3. Take the same video and upload to Facebook - your profile or your page if you have one.
4. Spend 10 minutes answering questions in LinkedIn Groups, Facebook Groups where your
people may be hanging out.
5. Connect with a few more people each day on your personal Facebook profile – This will
start to happen automatically as you do this 90 minute work daily – People will start to ask
you to add them. Engage with people in your timeline on Facebook – Go into their world
and then invite them to your world.
6. Do a few more social media updates on your Facebook page if you have one. - It can be
shares of other people’s posts as that too, will help you network with other business
owners.
7. Broadcast an email to people on your ever-growing mailing list sending them to a sales
page where they can buy your stuff or ask for a conversation with you or watch your
recruiting video. 2 emails minimum a week
And that is it!
When You do this right, customers will start to chase you down!

The final part of this mini eBook is where I give you ten of the most recurrent reasons that my
clients had for holding fire on their dreams.

OK, one at a time, in no particular order…
I already mentioned three of them earlier in this report – the communication, capture, close,
here are the other seven
1.

Are you fully owning your sexual energy?

Read this blog post - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/leader-open-up-to-your-sexuality-itis-a-powerful-gift/
It may feel as though this has nothing to do with anything but it matters because if you feel
unsure and uncertain of yourself when it comes to this intimate area of your life then it
becomes difficult to show up powerfully in the marketplace. If you cannot show up
confidently to your partner (someone you feel loves you), or if you feel that no one wants
you in that intimate way, then you hold back in the marketplace as well. There is a certain
amount of bravado, confidence that goes into being an entrepreneur and asking for the sale
and so if you feel uncertain of yourself then it will show up in business. You have to be
confident that you bring something of value to the table (or the bedroom).
Here are my confessions - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/confessions-of-a-highly-sexualleader/
Part 2 - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/confessions-of-a-highly-sexual-leader-part-2/
Part 3 - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/confessions-of-a-highly-sexual-leader-part-3/
Part 4 - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/confessions-of-a-highly-sexual-leader-part-4/

2. Do you need to get everyone's approval?
Read this - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/20-huge-indicators-thatyoure-being-treated-like-a-doormat/
The people pleasing side of you may make you wonder if you have a right to ask for people
to pay you anything. You reduce your prices to make everyone happy and then you find
yourself out of business or unable to break through a certain income level. You are too
scared to get going with your own business or ministry because you want everyone in your
life to approve of your decision to do it and so again, you keep the cap on your ability to
make a difference and create wealth.

3. Who do you need to forgive?
Read this post: http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/do-yourself-a-favour-and-forgive/

This is another seemingly unrelated area that holds you back so much. You feel angry and
resentful of people in your world and so you either keep trying to prove that you are good
enough to them by persistently doing what is not working but you do not see that because
your focus is on your annoyance with this person in your life. All your creative energy is
diverted to maintaining the unhealthy anger.
You may be justified in feeling the way you feel but it keeps you trapped and bound up. Or
you feel as though everyone will treat you as badly as this person has and so you hold back
from doing what needs to be done to put you and your business out in the world. Every
potential customer becomes someone who could hurt you in the same way. Of course, all
this is happening subconsciously so you do not always even see that you are doing this.

4. Or maybe it is a block in your spirituality?
Read this post: http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/do-you-want-tohear-god/
If you do not have a fully intimate relationship with your higher power but feel that you
should then you will base all your activities and beliefs on what you are taught by some
other person. And if you have unfortunately chosen to follow someone who has crazy ideas
of all the rules and regulations that you must follow in order to be accepted by God, you
may take these on and without question, make them your ideas. You then do not allow
yourself to create wealth because this person has told you that it is not right for you to do
so. You do not have a direct line with your higher power and so you feel guilty about your
desire to be wealthy or even if you do think that you do have a connection, you are filtering
everything you hear back from your higher power through the words of this pastor, spiritual
guru that you follow. It is a horrid form of bondage that needs to be broken so that you can
push past all limitations.

5. Are you clear on what you want?
Read this post: http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/what-do-you-want-the-money-for/
Without a level of certainty, it will prove difficult, no… IMPOSSIBLE to settle down into
making the difference or the money that you want. So, ask yourself what you want? Ask it
and write down everything that comes to you until you feel certain for today and then ask
what the first step is…

As soon as you hear the response from your intuition, act on it. Do not procrastinate.

6. Are you procrastinating?
Read this page: http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/specialreadersofferop/
Is it fear causing you to procrastinate? What do you feel uncertain about? How can you
reframe your fear so that you are more afraid of doing nothing than doing something? Think
about it.

7. Do you see yourself as a leader?
Read this - http://rosemarynonnyknight.com/leader-your-success-your-abundant-wealth-isinevitable-if/
Maybe, you are struggling to believe that you are a leader and that too will impact on your
confidence in making this bold new step as well as in ramping up your business. Your beliefs
need to be looked at here. You must retrain your brain to see yourself as someone who can
lead.

For the longest time, I thought I had to follow. So I would always put myself in a supporting
role so that I did not have to take full responsibility for what happened and that stifled me.
It took bankruptcy and depression and my princesses to make me wake up to the fact that I
did have something of value and I WAS someone of value. I mean, I had all the outer
appearance of success but a part of me felt like a fraud a lot of the time. I used to wonder
how long it would be before I got caught out and so it was easier to hide and have no
demands placed on me. However, everything changed when I took responsibility.

And the same will happen for you too.

If you have not done all the above before, you will need support and also, you will need to
personalize this to work for you so, here is the invitation…

Are You Ready To Powerfully Promote Your Books, Products,
Music, Services, Ministry Online?

Introducing…

The Deliberate Millionaire Fast Track
Mastermind Group
“Here’s How To Have More Income, More Impact
Faster Online”
• 13 Sales, Marketing, Mindset Programs
• One Group Coaching Call A Month
• Your questions answered daily in group via livestream
• Daily Accountability check ins to keep you on track to your first $5k
a month and then beyond…
If You Want To Transition Confidently Out Of Your Current
Career or Business to Building a More Profitable, Fulfilling
Business Online, Getting ALL the Customers, Clients, Recruits
You Want, & Boosting Online Sales…
Then Work With Me In The DM Fast Track Group To
Profitably Promote Your Products, Books, Music, Services,
Ministry Online
Business Hero Bootcamp – A clear, step-by-step plan delivered
over 7 weeks to take you to Business Hero status with a business that
consistently produces an income, day after day after day.
People Please No More – The next thing we deal with is the
internal need to please everyone, to keep people happy and therefore to
stop ourselves from going after what we want. After learning the step by
step plan for business success, it is imperative that you deal with and
conquer this insidious enemy and so this is dealt with next. Are you
tired of living to please everyone else instead of getting on with creating
a life and business that you adore? I hope so!

Build My List Now – And then we move onto deliberately growing
the audience of people listening to you and buying your items.
Set Up Your Profit-Creating Sales Funnel – Everyone needs an
email campaign and sales funnel that works and works and works – I
will show you how to convert all those people into buyers
Advanced Facebook Training -Next we learn to use Facebook to
generate sales using both the free things like your profile, your business
page and groups as well as good old paid advertising. Facebook is a
goldmine waiting to happen to you!
Master Your Money – Most people have crazy ideas about what
they are allowed to make, or whether they can be wealthy – I will help
you put your mind in the right place to attract lots of wealth while
changing lives
Overcome Procrastination – Now, we need to work on why you
are procrastinating and stop it from happening! And so we do that with
this program.
Wake Up to Your Purpose: Create Wealth Doing Exactly What
you Love – Do you wonder what you are on earth to do? This program
will make you so clear and then you will be able to even more
determinedly be able to apply what you have learnt to date.
Fearless Warrior – How long will fear be allowed to stop you? This
program is going to demolish your fears and put you on the path to
wealth creation!
Turn What You Know Into Wealth: Online Wealth Creation in
90 Minutes A Day
Goal Mastery – Make goals actually happen!
Eagle Vision – Set Your Targets and attract all the customers,
clients, recruits you want
Revolution Bootcamp - Turn your words into wealth and start a
revolution of change in your industry
You get all 13 programs of business and personal
transformation…
And you also get a monthly coaching call to keep you on the
straight and narrow path to wealth and abundance!
I am in group daily answering questions live!

The Deliberate Millionaire Fast Track
Mastermind Group
“Here’s How To Have More Income, More Impact
Faster Online”
• 13 Sales, Marketing, Mindset Programs
• One Group Coaching Call A Month
• Your questions answered daily in group via livestream
• Daily Accountability check ins to keep you on track to your 6-7 figure
business

BUY NOW!
Start now to get the results you want by Learning the skills
and strategies you need and deliberately putting yourself in
an environment of support, transformation and wealth
Create Wealth For You & Yours Whilst Doing the Work You
Feel Called To D0 - Your family & your bank account will
thank you!
GO TO:
http://RosemaryNonnyKnight.com/dmfasttrack
Kind Regards Rosemary Nonny Knight
http://rosemarynonnyknight.com
https://facebook.com/rosemarynonnyknight

